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[From left to right, left side of paper]

[[illustration - thistle]] Distel
[[illustration - some type of whistle/ musical pipe]]
Weidenpfeife(?)Jagdpfeife(?)
[[illustration - bagpipe]] Sackpfeife
[[illustration - bunch of grapes]] Traube

[[illustration - helmet]] Helm
[[illustration - toad/fire bellied toad]] Unke
[[illustration - feather]] Feder
[[illustration - some type of fruit (grape or strawberry?)]] Traube?
Erdbeere??

[[top right margin]] Wilder Mann. Löwe.
Mensch        Affe
Vogel         Pfeife
Rabtier      Sackpfeife
Jagdtier      Distel
Aklei         Becher
Nelke         Buch
Rose          Spechter
Granatapfel
Trabe
Unke
Fisch
Krone
Schild
Meter
Sittich
[[/top right margin]]

[[illustration - king's crown]]
oder
[[illustration - queen's crown]]
Krone

[[illustration - fish]] Fisch

[[illustration - a specific type of clover flower (related to carnations)]]
Nelke
[[illustration - bulbous flower, possibly an onion or pomegranate]]
Zwiebel(?)
Granatapfel ? [[half of a box line around "Granatapfel" to delineate from
next row]]

Persisch:
[[small illustration - crown]] Krone [[small illustration - moon]] mond
[[small illustration - sun]] Sonne ?)

[[illustration - type of bell drawn as if it is see-through to see the bell's
clapper (the part that knocks around inside to make noise)]]
Schelle

[[illustration - crow/raven]] Rabe
[[illustration - flower]] Blume
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[[illustration - probably glands]] Eichel [[start annotation]] Heinrich Hauck
Frankfurt a/m 1586

[[middle right margin]] [[in pencil]]
[[illustration - shield]] 3x
[[illustration - knight's helmet]] 2x
[[illustration - a clover or old key?]] 7x
[[illustration - grapes on bit of vine]] 2x
[[illustration - maybe a garlic clove or flower?]] 2x
2x [[illustration - like a cave drawing of horse]] [[illustration - like a cave
drawing of a lion or goat]] 2x
[[illustration - stick donkey, maybe?]] [[illustration - cave man drawing of
a cave man, tribal man drawing of a man or?]] [[line]] [[illustration - cat
tail plant?]] 2x [[illustration - bird, hummingbird maybe]] 4x
[[/in pencil]] [[/middle right margin]]

[[illustration - circle (in pencil) with an inked "?" on top]]

[[illustration - type of shield]] (Schild)
[[annotation in pencil]] [[W?V?M?]] [[/annotation]]

[[illustration - (in pencil) circle with an inked "?" on top ]]
[[illustration - a type of flower with a gland-like shape]] Eichel/?/

[[illustration - printing pad]] Druckerballen
[[illustration - open book]] Buch
[[illustration - goblet]] Becher

[[illustration - type of highly decorated glassware]] [[strikethrough]] glas
[[/strikethrough]] Spechter

[[annotation]] Jost Amman für den Buchdrucker. Leonchard Heussler in
Nürnberg. 1588 [[/annotation]]

[[illustration - monkey (guenon?)]] Meerkatzen [[small illustration - ?]]
AICHELN
(Eckern?)
Monkey

[[Illustration - type of acorn]]

[[illustration - bird/parakeet]] Sittiche ROT
Gras/Laub
Parrot

[[Illustration - leaf]]

[[illustration - Golden lion tamarin]] [[small illustration - fleur-de-lis]]
Löwen
(Sche[[illegible letters stricken]]leu)
Scheleu.
Lion.
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[[Illustration - probably onion]]

[[illustration - bird]] (Pfaen) [[strikethrough]] Balken
Hupen?
[[/strikethrough]]
Peacock

[[small illustration - leaf]]
grüen [[German for "leafy"]]

[[annotation]] Spiel des Virgil Solis ca 1550 [[/annotation]]

[[Illustration - rose]]
Rose
[[annotation]] Hans Sebald Beham's Spiel ca. 1520/30. [[/annotation]]

VS

[[Illustration - sword]] Schwert

[[Illustration - stick (club)]] Stock

[[Illustration - trophy]] [[strikethrough]] Kele [[/strikethrough]]
Pokal

[[Illustration - pomegranate]
Granatapfel

[[Illustration - pomegranate]
Granatäpfel

Rosen [[illustration- rose]]

[[Illustrations - vine + grape]]
Weinlaub

[[illustration - caduceus consisting of one snake on cross with a light
pencil drawing of a flower?]]

[[Illustration - crosier?] [[annotation]] Schongaer [[op it?]]
Deutsches Spiel m 1500
Kpf. Brit. Mus. [[/annotation]]

[[illustration - caduceus?]]
WB
[[Annotation]] Erhard Schön ca 1528 [[/Annotation]]
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Smithsonian Institution
Freer Gallery of Art and Arthur M. Sackler Gallery

The mission of the Smithsonian is the increase and diffusion of knowledge - shaping the future by preserving our
heritage, discovering new knowledge, and sharing our resources with the world. Founded in 1846, the
Smithsonian is the world's largest museum and research complex, consisting of 19 museums and galleries, the
National Zoological Park, and nine research facilities.Become an active part of our mission through the
Transcription Center. Together, we are discovering secrets hidden deep inside our collections that illuminate our
history and our world.

Join us!
The Transcription Center: https://transcription.si.edu
On Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/SmithsonianTranscriptionCenter
On Twitter: @TranscribeSI
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